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In this paper, the problem of controlling the pH, in a fed batch reactor where precipitation occurs, is con-
sidered. Due to the batch nature of the production and the effects of precipitation, the control problem is
rather different from the well studied cases of continuous processes, which are usually considered under
the assumption of perfect solubility. To fulfill this objective on a presented laboratory reactor used to pro-
duce precipitates, a simple control strategy is proposed, which is consistent with the limitations of the
apparatus. Interestingly, the reagents under consideration have well known specifications. This point is
advantageously taken into account to identify a single-input–single-output model off-line. Then, based
on the obtained time-varying equation, pH set point tracking is achieved by imposing linear asymptoti-
cally stable dynamics on the amount of strong acid used for neutralization. Finally, simple rules are pro-
posed to deal with precipitation. Representative experimental results obtained on the reactor are
presented to prove the relevance of the approach.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The problem considered in this paper consists in controlling the
pH (classically defined as pH ¼ �log10ðCHÞ, where CH is the hydro-
nium ion concentration) in a laboratory fed batch reactor operated
at Institut Français du Pétrole (IFP). This reactor is used to produce
precipitates. For product quality control, it is desired that the pH
remains as close as possible to a prescribed set point. During a gi-
ven batch, this set point is kept constant. Depending on target
product, it can range from 4 to 12. In this context, the pH control
problem is challenging for two reasons. On the one hand, the con-
sidered range of operating points is wide. This induces significant
variations of the dynamics. On the other hand, the reactor is oper-
ated in batch mode. To address these specificities, a dedicated
strategy is proposed. It relies on the following assumptions: the re-
agents are well known and their dissociations can be identified off-
line.

The topic of pH control has attracted much attention in the lit-
erature (see, e.g., the late references [22,24,8,7,19,1,15,12,2] and
the older references presented in [5] or [22]). The classic references
[17,10,20] must be discarded here, because they address cases of
continuous processes. Yet, they inspire the proposed strategy. Fol-
lowing these approaches, a static equation is derived, involving the
pH and the amount of strong acid supplied to the system from the
beginning of the batch. This equation holds until precipitation oc-
curs. To the best of our knowledge, precipitation-related issues in
ll rights reserved.

: +33 140 51 9165.
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pH control were almost never considered before (see [21] and
comments in [9]). As will appear, it is possible to account for this
phenomenon in the control strategy. The reader might be inter-
ested to find connections of this work to [6] where another form
of solid particles formation (crystallization) is considered.

Usually (see for instance [11,22,8,14,15,13,23]), the inlet con-
centrations are poorly known. To deal with this uncertainty, on-
line adaptation can be used. Here, the inlet products are well
known, and the various coefficients appearing in the above men-
tioned static equation can be efficiently estimated off-line. For that
purpose, a collection of titration experiments is carried out.
According to the model obtained from this process, set point track-
ing can be achieved by imposing a linear asymptotically stable
dynamics on the amount of strong acid. This defines the strong acid
flow rate, which is the control variable. Proof of asymptotic conver-
gence is derived from a standard Lyapunov approach. Finally, pre-
cipitation is accounted for by keeping some of the control
parameters to constant values, after a certain time which is exper-
imentally evaluated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the process un-
der consideration is described. In Section 3, a model for equilibria
is exposed. Several states are considered (volume and molar quan-
tities for balance equations, molar concentrations). Reactions are
considered as being fast when compared to mass balance dynam-
ics. Eventually, a simple algebraic equation represents the system
to be controlled. Off-line identification results are presented. In
Section 4, the stabilizing control law is detailed. This feedback
law is time-varying. Besides this theoretical design, practical
implementation is considered. In particular, to address the issue
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Nomenclature

qA reactive acid molar flow rate
qB reactive base molar flow rate
qu control acid molar flow rate (control variable)
NA number of moles of reactive acid in the solution
CA molar concentration of reactive acid in the solution
CA0 molar concentration of reactive acid in its storage tank
NB number of moles of reactive base in the solution
CB molar concentration of reactive base in the solution
CB0 molar concentration of reactive base in its storage tank
Nu number of moles of control acid in the solution
Cu molar concentration of control acid in the solution
Cu0 molar concentration of control acid in its storage tank
Ftot total feed volume flow rate
Fw water volume flow rate
V volume of the solution

h0ðpHÞ function accounting for ½H3Oþ� and ½OH�� in the main
algebraic equation

hAðpHÞ function summarizing the dissociations of the reactive
acid

hBðpHÞ function summarizing the dissociations of the reactive
base

a number of dissociations of the strong control acid
pHr pH set point
qr

u feedforward part of the control action
Nr

u set point for the number of moles of control acid
v tuning parameter of the feedforward part for the final

implementation
s time constant of the first order dynamics imposed on

Nu � Nr
u

Ti integral time for the final implementation
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of precipitation, it is shown that it is sufficient to freeze the control
parameters update after a pre-defined time. This bound can be
conservatively chosen for sake of robustness. In Section 6, the ob-
tained results are commented on. They illustrate the performance
which can be daily observed on the reactor.

2. Process description and contribution

The process presented in Fig. 1 is used to produce precipitates of
alumina sulphate (Al2ðSO4Þ3) and sodium metasilicate (Na2SiO3).
Soda (NaOH) and sulphuric acid (H2SO4) flows are adjusted to con-
trol the pH of the mixture around a desired value. For sake of sim-
plicity, in this paper, only the case of a control adjusting the
sulphuric acid flow rate is addressed. Other setups can be consid-
ered as well using the same approach. In practice, the pH set point
is kept constant during a batch. Because the pH directly impacts on
Fig. 1. Diagram of the pH regulation process. Reactive acid and reactive base are fed to a
which must be controlled with the control acid flow rate. Our main contribution is the
the product quality, it is desired to keep it as long as possible with-
in �0:2 around the prescribed set point. Our contribution is a pH
controller which can be used, in batch production mode, over a
wide range of operating conditions.

The process is of fed batch type. Production is scheduled as fol-
lows. At the beginning, the reactor contains a volume of water V0.
Then, a reactive acid A0 and a reactive base B0 feed the reactor at
constant mass flow rates. Meanwhile, the control acid Au is added.
Its flow rate can be used to control the pH of the reactional mix-
ture. Water is also added and its flow rate is set so that the total
volume flow rate is kept constant during the batch.

By means of pumps, the products are fed into the reactor from
separate storage tanks placed on balances. In closed-loop, the
masses measured by the balances are used to control the flow rates
through variations of the pumps amperages (see [3] for details).
These low-level regulators are not described in this paper.
batch reactor to produce precipitates. Product quality critically depends on the pH
pH controller.
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Fig. 2. Experimental identification of hAðpHÞ.
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Low-level controllers performance is important. It is especially true
when the required flow values are small. Considering the accuracy
of mass measurement, great care must be taken in the design of the
flow controllers, to avoid oscillations in the flow rates, which can
have a very negative impact on pH. The reader can refer to
[18,16] for other experimental and theoretical illustrations of this
point.

3. Modeling the pH process

The pH control problem is first addressed in the case of a solu-
tion without precipitation. The control strategy is based on the
model described in this section and detailed in Appendix A. As al-
ready mentioned, modifications of the dynamics due to the precip-
itation cannot be neglected in the real application. However,
accurately characterizing these dynamics is out of our scope, be-
cause several important modeling related issues are still largely
unsolved and remain topics of on-going research. As will appear
in Section 6, a rough description of the precipitation, implying only
slight adaptations of the model and the controller, is sufficient to
obtain good results on real batches, over the whole pH range of
interest. These adaptations are detailed and discussed in Section 5.

The process under consideration involves complex dissocia-
tions, for which no accurate description of the reaction scheme is
available. Moreover, the relative importance of the various ions in-
volved are poorly known. According to [4], several tens of reactions
have been identified for such mixtures of silica, alumina and strong
acids and bases. However, as detailed in Appendix A, it is possible
to derive a general form for equilibrium equations, from mass bal-
ance equations, the mass action law, the ionic product of water,
and the electrical neutrality of the solution. The resulting model
is nonlinear but also strongly time-varying, because the process
is operated in batch mode.

3.1. Mass balances and equilibria

Global mass balance and partial mass balances on the control
and reactive acids, and on the reactive base can be written, for cases
where no precipitation occurs, under the form

dV
dt ¼ Ftot ¼ Fw þ qA

CA0
þ qB

CB0
þ qu

Cu0

dNu
dt ¼ qu

dNA
dt ¼ qA

dNB
dt ¼ qB

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where

� Cu0 (resp. CA0, CB0) is the concentration of the control acid Au

(resp. the reactive acid A0, the reactive base B0) in its storage
tank;

� qA (resp. qB) is the reactive acid (resp. reactive base) molar flow
rate. qA and qB are both assumed constant, because they are
assumed to be perfectly controlled by low level controllers;

� qu is the molar flow rate of control acid;
� Fw is the water volume flow rate. It is adjusted according to qu

variations so that the total volume flow rate Ftot remains
constant

Fw ¼ Ftot �
qA

CA0
� qB

CB0
� qu

Cu0

� NA is the total number of moles of reactive acid and corresponds
to a concentration CA;

� Nu is the total number of moles of control acid and corresponds
to a concentration Cu;

� NB is the total number of moles of reactive base and corresponds
to a concentration CB.
In the general case, assuming that reactions reach their equilib-
rium instantly, the implicit equation linking pH to CA, CB, and Cu

depends nonlinearly on CA and CB. In the case of a production of
precipitates of alumina sulphate and sodium metasilicate using
soda and sulphuric acid, it was reported in the literature (see [4])
that, among the identified reactions, most of them consist in gain-
ing or loosing a single proton. Under this hypothesis, and after
some computations reported in Appendix A, the following equilib-
rium relation is obtained:

h0ðpHÞ þ hAðpHÞCA þ hBðpHÞCB � aCu ¼ 0 ð2Þ

where h0ðpHÞ ¼ ð10�pH � Ke

10�pHÞ, Ke ¼ 10�14, and a ¼ 2 is the number
of dissociations of the strong control acid. Finally, hA and hB are non-
linear functions whose expressions (see again Appendix A for de-
tails) involve the successive acidity constants of the reactive acids
and the electric charge of the ions obtained through their dissocia-
tion processes.

The validity of this simplifying assumption is demonstrated in
the next subsection.

3.2. Identification of hAðpHÞ and hBðpHÞ

An interesting property of Eq. (2) is that the functions hA and hB

can be easily identified off-line through distinct titration
experiments.

To identify hAðpHÞ, titrations by soda (NaOH) of the reactive acid
are carried out for various concentrations CA. In these titrations,
CB ¼ Cu ¼ 0, and Eq. (2) becomes

h0ðpHÞ þ hAðpHÞCA þ CNaOH ¼ 0

This last equality is used to express hAðpHÞ from the total reactive
acid concentration, the soda concentration, and the measured pH.
Experiments are carried out with different initial concentrations
of reactive acid. Fig. 2 represents the curves obtained for five titra-
tions. For these, the initial concentration of reactive acid varies from
0.01 to 0.44 g/ml. If gAðpH;CAÞ � hAðpHÞCA, defined in Appendix A,
really was a linear function of CA, the curves would be identical
for all the considered initial concentrations (up to measurement
accuracy). In our case, they match closely. Experimental values
can be interpolated to obtain an analytical expression for hAðpHÞ
(bold black in the figure). For pH 2 ½4:5;10�, the experimental values
lie within the interval �3% of hAðpHÞ.

A similar method has been used to identify hB. However, the
reactive base titration by the sulphuric acid (strong acid) can form
gels, for some pH and concentration values. These make the ob-
tained pH measurements from the probe meaningless. Instead,
titrations were obtained as follows: the strong acid is titrated by
the reactive base. In this case, CA ¼ 0. Eq. (2) becomes
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h0ðpHÞ þ hBðpHÞCB � aCu ¼ 0

Fig. 3 represents the curves for five titrations, when the final con-
centration of reactive base CB varies from 0.04 to 0.3 g/ml. Once
again, the linearity assumption does not hold strictly, but the func-
tion hBðpHÞ, obtained by interpolating the experimental data, accu-
rately approximates them for pH 2 ½4;10�. Whenever possible (i.e. in
the absence of gel), reactive base titrations by the sulphuric acid
were performed. The results strongly agree with those obtained
through titration by the reactive base.

4. Control design

4.1. Theoretical design

Let us denote

hðpH; tÞ ¼ ðh0ðpHÞVðtÞ þ hAðpHÞNAðtÞ þ hBðpHÞNBðtÞÞ=a ð3Þ

where a is a known constant and h0, hA and hB are known or exper-
imentally derived functions (see Section 3). Then, Eq. (2) can be
rewritten Nu ¼ hðpH; tÞ. Using (1), the implicit input–output
dynamical system giving the pH (output) in terms of qu (input) is

dV
dt ¼ Ftot

dNu
dt ¼ qu

dNA
dt ¼ qA

dNB
dt ¼ qB

0 ¼ hðpH; tÞ � Nu

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

where Ftot, qA, and qB are constant.
Assuming that NA and NB have some given values over time, a

set point Nr
u for Nu can be computed such that (2) holds for

pH ¼ pHr , where pHr is a given (constant) pH set point

Nr
u ¼ hðpHr ; tÞ ð5Þ

Conversely, if Nu ¼ Nr
u, then pH ¼ pHr , because the function defined

by Eq. (5) is one to one (it is continuous and strictly monotonic)
with respect to pHr .

This shows that the pH control is, in fact, a regulation problem
for the quantity of strong acid. It is proposed to control the number
of moles of strong acid by imposing an asymptotically stable first
order dynamics (similarly to e.g. [22])

dðNu � Nr
uÞ

dt
¼ �1

s
ðNu � Nr

uÞ

Since dNu=dt ¼ qu, this leads to

qu ¼
dNr

u

dt
� 1

s
ðNu � Nr

uÞ
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Fig. 3. Experimental identification of hBðpHÞ.
where (because pHr is constant)

qr
u ¼

dNr
u

dt
¼ ðh0ðpHrÞFtot þ hAðpHrÞqA þ hBðpHrÞqBÞ=a ð6Þ

Proposition 1. Applied to system (4), the control law

qu ¼ qr
u � ðNu � Nr

uÞ=s ð7Þ

guarantees global exponential convergence of pH towards the constant
value pHr .

Proof. The proof follows along the lines of Lyapunov’s first
method. Yet, one should notice that the system under consider-
ation is time-varying, so standard theorems fail here. Fortunately,
it is possible to directly derive uniform (with respect to t) exponen-
tial stability for this one dimensional problem. Let us denote

/ðpH; tÞ ¼ @h0
@pH ðpHÞVðtÞ þ @hA

@pH ðpHÞNAðtÞ þ @hB
@pH ðpHÞNBðtÞ

� �
=a

¼ @h
@pH ðpH; tÞ

wðpH; tÞ ¼ ðh0ðpHÞFtot þ hAðpHÞqA þ hBðpHÞqBÞ=a ¼ @h
@t ðpH; tÞ

8>><
>>:
Differentiating the last equation of (4) leads to

dpH
dt
¼ �wðpH; tÞ

/ðpH; tÞ þ
qu

/ðpH; tÞ

Yet, qu (defined in (7)) can be written as

qu ¼ wðpHr ; tÞ � 1
s

hðpH; tÞ � hðpHr; tÞð Þ

For constant pHr ,

dðpH� pHrÞ
dt

¼ � 1
/ðpH; tÞ ððwðpH; tÞ � wðpHr ; tÞÞ þ 1

s
ðhðpH; tÞ

� hðpHr ; tÞÞÞ ð8Þ

Picking up the positive error function

VðpHÞ ¼ 1
2
ðpH� pHrÞ2;

the following equation is derived:

dV
dt
¼ � 1

/ðpH; tÞ ððwðpH; tÞ � wðpHr; tÞÞ þ 1
s
ðhðpH; tÞ � hðpHr ; tÞÞÞ

� ðpH� pHrÞ

From the intermediate value theorem applied on the scalar function

pH#ktðpHÞ ¼ wðpH; tÞ þ 1
s

hðpH; tÞ;

there must exist pH0ðtÞ, with pH0ðtÞ 2 ½pH;pHr� or pH0ðtÞ 2 ½pHr;pH�,
such that

dðpH� pHrÞ
dt

¼ � 1
/ðpH; tÞ

@w
@pH

ðpH0ðtÞ; tÞ þ 1
s
@h
@pH

ðpH0ðtÞ; tÞ
� �

� ðpH� pHrÞ

Yet, from the definition of h0, hA and hB (see Figs. 2 and 3 for
pH0 2 ½4;12�), there exists /max < 0 such that, for all t,
/ðpH0ðtÞ; tÞ < /max < 0: Moreover,

@w=@pH 6 0 ð9Þ

and / can be uniformly bounded in time

/min 6 / 6 /max < 0 ð10Þ
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Then,

dV
dt
6 �2/max

s/min
V

So, V exponentially converges towards 0. In particular,
limt!1pH ¼ pHr . h
4.2. Practical implementation

To implement (7) on the actual process, the following points
need to be addressed:

� The flow rates Ftot, qA, qB appearing in qr
u (Eq. (6)) are not mea-

sured but indirectly controlled about known setpoints using
mass measurements. Neglecting the fast and stable flow vari-
ables dynamics, these values for the flow rates are replaced by
their set points.

� The total volume V is not directly measured. In practice, it is esti-
mated from densities and mass measurements.

� For the strong acid, no flow rate controller is used. The relation-
ship between the pump amperage and the flow rate has been
identified. A constant gain is used to transform the computed
flow rate set point into a pump amperage. This gives the fastest
possible action on the pH.

These points, and the unavoidable errors on hA and hB, are
sources of inaccuracies. They could lead to biases. For sake of
robustness, an integral term is added, and the computed feedfor-
ward action qr

u is only partially used. Finally, the control is imple-
mented under the following form:

qu ¼ vqr
u � 1

s ðhðpH; tÞ � hðpHr ; tÞ þ 1
Ti

R t
0ðhðpH; sÞ � hðpHr; sÞÞdsÞ

qr
u ¼ ðh0ðpHrÞFr

tot þ hAðpHrÞqr
A þ hBðpHrÞqr

BÞ=a
hðpH; tÞ ¼ ðh0ðpHÞV þ hAðpHÞNA þ hBðpHÞNBÞ=a

8><
>:

ð11Þ

where

� v is the applied fraction of the computed feedforward term qr
u:

0 6 v 6 1, v ¼ 0:8 is used;
� Ti is the integral time;
� Fr

tot (resp. qr
A, qr

B) is the set point for the total flow rate (resp. the
reactive acid flow rate, the reactive base flow rate);

� V is an estimate of the liquid volume in the reactor;
� NA and NB are indirectly measured.

5. Dealing with precipitation

The acid-basic reactions produce particles which precipitate.
The obtained precipitate is uniformly distributed in the reactor. It
is produced only when the reagents are sufficiently concentrated
in the reaction medium (i.e. there exists a critical concentration),
provided a zero charge precursor is present. Precipitation is a
poorly known phenomenon in the case under consideration, and
it is difficult to derive an accurate model for. A simple way to take
it into account is to consider that, after a given time �t, all the added
reagents precipitate. A tentative explanation of this limiting effect
on a particular case is provided in Appendix B. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the equivalent volume of the precipitate is very small
compared to the total volume. This assumption is not very strong,
as the precipitate represents between 0.5% and 5% of the total
volume.

These assumptions simply imply that, from �t, the values of the
concentrations CA and CB, used in (5) (see (3)) and in (11) to define
the quantities NA and NB, can be ‘‘frozen”. Certainly, a remaining
question is the definition of �t. In Appendix B, this time is implicitly
defined as the time when the concentrations reach a given level. In
practice, this level might be difficult to compute and it has been
decided to set �t at the average of values found on several
experiments.

As will be demonstrated by practical results, this is a relatively
robust strategy. When the freezing occurs too early, the pH simply
takes more time to reach its set point; when it occurs too late, the
pH begins to oscillate, because too large gains are used. This very
simple approach provides good performances. Therefore it is not
necessary to investigate methods to identify �t on-line from existing
measurements, though solutions could be considered, e.g. torque
variations of the stirrer (only for cases with large variations of
the viscosity), or maybe changes of the output of the temperature
controller.

Now is discussed the closed-loop behavior of the system when
precipitation occurs and when the above mentioned ‘‘freezing”
strategy of the concentrations is considered in the control
computations.

5.1. A closed-loop analysis in the presence of precipitation

For sake of simplicity (extension to cases of simultaneous pre-
cipitations follows along the same lines) it is assumed that only
A precipitates at a known time �t. Due to the precipitation of A, it
is considered that

CAðtÞ � CAð�tÞgðpHÞ

for all t P �t. Such an equation can be obtained from the dissociation
scheme of A. An example is given in Appendix B.

Under this last assumption, the equilibrium relation (2) is re-
placed by the following:

h0ðpHÞ þ hAðpHÞCAð�tÞgðpHÞ þ hBðpHÞCB � aCu ¼ 0 ð12Þ

Following the approach proposed in the proof of Proposition 1,
define

h0ðpH; tÞ ¼ ðh0ðpHÞVðtÞ þ hAðpHÞVðtÞCAð�tÞgðpHÞ
þ hBðpHÞVðtÞCBðtÞÞ=a ð13Þ

By freezing the parameters of the control law (7), as already pro-
posed, the following feedback is obtained:

qu ¼ w0ðpHr; tÞ � h0ðpH; tÞ � hðpHr ; t;�tÞ
s

where /0ðpH; tÞ ¼ @h0

@pH ðpH; tÞ and w0ðpH; tÞ ¼ @h0

@t ðpHÞ.
The closed-loop behavior of the system is defined by the follow-

ing equation which is obtained by differentiating (12) with respect
to time:

d pH� pHrð Þ
dt

¼ � 1
/0ðpH; tÞ ððw

0ðpH; tÞ � w0ðpHr ; tÞÞ þ 1
s
ðh0ðpH; tÞ

� h0ðpHr; tÞÞÞ

This equation is precisely Eq. (8) where w and / have been replaced
with w0 and /0, respectively. Provided that bounds similar to (9) and
(10) can be obtained, either numerically or analytically, closed-loop
stability is guaranteed by existence of the Lyapunov function
V ¼ 1

2 ðpH� pHrÞ2. This is the case when hAðpHÞgðpHÞ is a decreasing
function. A simple illustrative example is proposed in Appendix B.
6. Practical results

Fig. 4 shows a typical result obtained by a standard PI controller
working in the neutralization zone. This is a very challenging zone.
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Fig. 4. Typical results obtained with a standard PI in the neutralization zone.
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Fig. 7. Control at pH 5.5 and pH 8.5.
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The situation is far better outside this zone, but simple controllers
cannot cope with the whole range of interest without refined tun-
ing methods. Fig. 5 shows the application of our controller (11) on
the process when precipitation is not taken into account. Clearly,
although slow and biased, the behavior is almost acceptable up
to t ¼ 4 min, but then oscillations become very important. They
are due to precipitation.

Using partial feedforward (v ¼ 0:8), the results of Fig. 6 are ob-
tained for pHr 7. These results are good, even if the transient may
seem a bit long. It is due to the operating mode and is indeed very
difficult to shorten. In fact, the pumps dealing with reactive acid
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Fig. 5. Oscillations inevitably occur when the precipitation is not taken into
account in the closed-loop control strategy.
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Fig. 6. Control at pH 7.
and base are started first, but not simultaneously. Over a short per-
iod, they operate in open loop (with pre-defined amperages).
When mass measurements become usable to estimate flows, the
flow control loops are closed, while first computations of qu occur
(feedforward vqc

u alone first, for a few seconds, then (11)). pH has
time to escape towards a value corresponding to the pH of the mix-
ture of the reactive acid and base, and it takes some time to get
back to the desired set point. In some cases, the transient is shorter
when v ¼ 1, but in others, due to the model uncertainties, using
v ¼ 1 makes pH drop far below the set point, and it is then very
long to reach admissible values. The choice v ¼ 0:8 is a good com-
promise between robustness and duration of the transient, as
shown on the typical results of Fig. 7, obtained for various set
points.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, an approach to control the pH in a fed batch reac-
tor has been presented. The case of neutralization by a strong acid
is described. It should be noted that other acids could be used,
through a huðpHÞ function instead of the constant a used through-
out the paper. On the real process, this approach has been success-
fully extended, to cope with neutralization by soda, or
simultaneously by soda and sulphuric acid. End users, deeply in-
volved in the developments, now daily use the controller and re-
port sustainable good performances. The presented controllers
have been in service since September 2006.
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Appendix A. Modeling details

Let us consider NA and NB in Eq. (1), page 5:

� NA is the total number of moles of reactive acid. The molecule A0

is dissociated to produce ions that are further dissociated. This
set of n reactions involving n ions Ai is denoted

ai
1Ai�1 þ ai

2H2O� ai
3H3Oþ þ ai

4Ai 8i ¼ 1; . . . ; n ðA:1Þ

For instance, H2SO4 gives HSO�4 then SO2�
4 ; HCl gives Cl�. A negative

electric charge q�i is associated to each Ai. Define NA by
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NA ¼
Xn

i¼0

zA
i NAi

ðA:2Þ

Once an atom/ion has been chosen as the reference in A0 (as SO2�
4 in

the H2SO4 example), zA
i stands for the occurrence of this reference in

NAi
. This relation is derived from principles of conservation applied

to atoms in A0. Most cases found in the literature concern exchanges
of only one proton by reaction. Then, the stoichiometric coefficients
are equal to 1, as well as zA

i for any i.

� NB is the total number of moles of reactive base. m possible dis-
sociations from B0 are considered

bi
1Bi�1 þ bi

2H2O�bi
3OH� þ bi

4Bi 8i ¼ 1; . . . ;m ðA:3Þ

Each Bi has a positive electric charge qþi . NB is being defined, for ad
hoc zB

i , by

NB ¼
Xm

i¼0

zB
i NBi

ðA:4Þ
A.1. Equilibria

An algebraic equation is obtained from the electrical neutrality
of the solution, considering that all the reactions are fast, compared
to the mass balances. Equivalently, reactions are considered at
equilibrium.

When the electrolytes are weak, they are only partially dissoci-
ated. It is assumed that the concentrations involved are small en-
ough to consider that the mixture is an ideal solution. Under this
hypothesis (anyway a reasonable hypothesis for control purposes),
the activities of the species can be expressed by their molar con-
centrations. For reactions (A.1) and (A.3), the acidity constants
(that implicitly depend upon temperature) are

Ki
a ¼

C
ai

3
H C

ai
4

Ai

C
ai

1
Ai�1

and Ki
b ¼

Cbi
3

H Cbi
1

Bi�1

Cbi
4

Bi

ðA:5Þ

For the control acid, considered as a strong electrolyte, the dissoci-
ation is complete, so that Cu ¼ CAa

u
, where a is the number of disso-

ciations from Au, and Aa
u is the ion resulting from these dissociations.

For water, Ke ¼ CHCOH� .
Electrical neutrality of the solution writes, using the previous

equation

CH þ
Xm

i¼1

qþi CBi
¼ Ke

CH
þ
Xn

i¼1

q�i CAi
þ aCAa

u
ðA:6Þ

Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) can be equivalently expressed in terms of con-
centrations. Then, in Eqs. (A.2), (A.5) can be used, sequentially, to
express CAi

as a function of Ki
a, CAi�1

and CH (i ¼ n; . . . ;1). Through
these computations, each CAk

(k from 1 to n) appears as a function
of CA, CH and Kj

a (j ¼ 1; . . . ; k). These can be used in (A.6) to formally
substitute �

Pn
i¼1q�i CAi

with a function of CH and CA or, equivalently,
a function of pH and CA, denoted gAðpH;CAÞ. Similarly, Eqs. (A.4) and
(A.5) can be used to substitute

Pm
i¼1qþi CBi

with gBðpH; CBÞ in (A.6). Fi-
nally, electrical neutrality allows us to derive the sought after equi-
librium relation

h0ðpHÞ þ gAðpH; CAÞ þ gBðpH;CBÞ � aCu ¼ 0;

with

h0ðCHÞ ¼ 10�pH � Ke

10�pH

� �
A.2. Assuming unitary stoichiometric coefficients

In the general case (i.e. ai
j–1), gAðpH;CAÞ cannot be expressed as

a product of CA by a function depending only on pH. There is a sim-
ilar obstruction for gBðpH;CBÞ. However, in almost all works re-
ported in the literature, i.e. in most practical cases, it is assumed
that the stoichiometric coefficients are equal to 1 (all the reactions
consist in gaining or loosing a single proton). Then, the equation for
electrical neutrality can be simplified as

h0ðpHÞ þ hAðpHÞCA þ hBðpHÞCB � aCu ¼ 0
Appendix B. A model for precipitation

A simple model is proposed for the precipitation process occur-
ring in the reactor. For that purpose the notations already used be-
fore are considered. From the control perspective presented in this
paper, a particular phenomenon, observed in practice, is stressed:
once a critical value is reached, concentrations become close to a
limit value which depends on the current pH.

Consider the simple case of a product A decomposing into two
ions A1 and A2 and into a precursor A3. This last product may
precipitate.

The reaction scheme is

A! A3

A3 þH2O$ A2 þH3Oþ

A2 þH2O$ A1 þH3Oþ

The reaction equilibria are given by the following constants:

ki ¼
CAi

CH

CAiþ1

; i 2 f1;2g

A balance gives

CA ¼ CA3 1þ k1k2

C2
H

þ k2

CH

 !

The precursor A3 can precipitate. This occurs once CA3 reaches a crit-
ical value noted �CA3 . Then the exceeding A3 precipitates into a solid
product As by the extra reaction

A3 ! As

The reaction rate of this phenomenon is generally modeled as pro-
portional to CA3 � �CA3 . It is very high compared to the feed flow rate.
In fact, the following typical set of ordinary differential equations
can be written, where � > 0 is a small positive parameter that stres-
ses the slow-fast decomposition of these dynamics

� _NA ¼ �qA � NA
V 1þ k1k2

C2
H
þ k2

CH

� ��1
þ �CA3

� _NAs ¼ NA
V 1þ k1k2

C2
H
þ k2

CH

� ��1
� �CA3

_V ¼ qþ qA

8>>>><
>>>>:

ðB:1Þ

The limit case � ¼ 0 can be obtained by a singular perturbation
analysis. The reduced dynamics is simply

CA � �CA3 1þ k1k2

C2
H

þ k2

CH

 !

Define �t the time when precipitation occurs. Denote f ðpHÞ (resp. �f )
the value of

1þ k1k2

C2
H

þ k2

CH
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at time t (resp. �t). For t P �t, the following approximation holds:

CAðtÞ � �CAð�tÞgðpHÞ

where gðpHÞ ¼ f ðpHÞ=�f .
This relation has been obtained for the presented simple exam-

ple reaction scheme. Yet, extensions can be considered. The key
point of the above analysis is that the amount of the precursor
A3 in the reactor cannot go above a certain limit. Due to the equi-
librium, this affects the other concentrations through equations
which are pH dependent.

Depending on the values of k1 and k2, an interval can be defined
such that gðpHÞ remains sufficiently close to a constant such that
the decreasingness of the product hAðpHÞgðpHÞ, which stems for
the decreasingness of hAðpHÞ, holds. This is a sufficient condition
for the stability of the closed-loop controller proposed in Section 4.
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